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Abstract
Dynamic surface rearrangement and thermal stability of N-functional groups on carbon nanotubes (CNTs) obtained by functionalization of pristine CNTs with NH3 were studied by temperature-programmed XPS and MS. A link between the stability of the functional group and decomposition temperature have been established and a conversion into graphitic nitrogen was observed.
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Scheme 1: Different types of nitrogen functionalities in graphite.

Tailoring the electronic, mechanical and chemical
properties of CNTs by doping with elements such as N, B
and P represents a significant challenge in modern nanotubes science. Recently, nitrogen functionalization of CNTs
has specially drawn interests in heterogeneous catalysis
because it induces surface modifications, which can enhance the activity in many catalytic applications in analogy
to nitrogen in activated carbon [1]. In fact, N-containing
CNTs manifest basic properties that have been exploited in
fine chemistry synthesis. Nitrogen functionalization is
beneficial for an uniform assembly of metal nanoparticles

on CNT surface [2]. These interesting aspects stimulate
researches aimed to synthesize N-containing CNTs with
high nitrogen content [3,4]. Different nitrogen functionalities on carbon with quite different properties are reported
[5,6] and illustrated here in the scheme 1.
While the kind of nitrogen functionalities in carbon
materials was reported to depend on the preparation conditions [7], the thermal stability of the nitrogen functional
groups on carbon was still under investigation. This is of
importance in view that the application of N-functionalized
CNTs, for instance in catalysis, may occur at elevated temperature. In this work we study the dynamic surface behaviour of N-functionalized CNTs and the thermal stability of
the N-functional groups by Temperature Programmed Xray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (TP-XPS) with on-line
Mass Spectrometry (MS). XPS is a suitable analytical technique for the assessment of nitrogen functionalities in carbon materials. When the sample is subject to a thermal
treatment, surface modification of the functional groups
occurs that can be monitored by XPS and the gas release by
on-line MS. Once all possible functional groups are known,
a consistent fit of the recorded spectra during TP- XPS can
be done to follow the dynamic behaviour of individual Nfunctional groups and therefore their thermal stability.
Thus, the experiment allows a direct characterization of the
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Table 1

Type of Nitrogen

Pyridine Nitrogen

BE(eV)
Literature

398.3-398.7
[12-17]

This work
(eV)

398.5

Pyrrol and
pyridone
(lactame)

Quaternary
Nitrogen

N-oxide of
pyridine nitrogen

400.1-400.5 401.2-401.4
[12,14 ,16,19] [12, 15-17]

402.8-403.8
[12- 15,17]

408

406

404

402

400

398

396

N1
N2
N3
N4
329K

Normalised Intensity [a.u.]

nitrogen functional groups on the surface and the secondary
species generated by their decomposition.
We use a post synthesis treatment, with NH3, to introduce nitrogen functionalities on the surface of CNTs. In
a typical experiment, commercial multiwalled CNTs
(MWNT, Pyrograp Products Inc.) are treated with nitric
acid (20 g of CNT per liter of HNO3) at 373K for 2h under
continuous stirring then rinsed until the washing water
turns on neutral pH. The sample was then dried at 343K
overnight. The aminated sample is obtained by thermal
treatment of pre-oxidized CNTs (10g for each batch) in
ammonia flow (0.2 Lmin-1) at 873K for 4h. The surface N
abundance determined by XPS using homogeneous distribution model is 9 at%. The sample is referred as NCNT873K.

2

469K

653K

a

400.1

401.1

403.5

N1s core level XPS assignment for carbon material.

The XPS N1s core level spectrum of the sample
and its deconvolution is reported in Fig.1. N1s spectra
were calibrated versus C1s peak which is generally set
to be at 284.6eV [8]. Three binding energy (BE) regions
can be assigned to different nitrogen bonding in the N1s
spectrum of model carbonaceous materials [9]: the
pyridinic nitrogen region (labelled as N1, at about
398.5eV), referred to nitrogen atom contributing to the π
system with one p-electron; the pyrrol region (labelled
as N2, at about 400.1eV), referred to nitrogen atom
contributing with two p-electrons to the π system. N2
composes the contribution of pyridone, lactame and
pyrrol functional groups. The pyridone functionality is the
tautomeric form of lactame functionality. The third region
(labelled as N3, at 401-403eV) is referred to the
quaternary nitrogen, including protonated pyridine or
the “graphitic” nitrogen when the nitrogen atom is incorporated in the graphene layer replacing carbon atom [13].
Furthermore, a peak labelled as N4 with a binding
energy shift of +5eV compared to pyridine is assigned to
pyridine oxide. No contribution of amine or amide
between 399-400eV has been found [10]. Table 1 summarizes literature data concerning assignment of the binding energies related to nitrogen species in carbon materials,
and the binding energy values used in the present work for
fitting the XPS spectra.
Fig. 2 displays the TPD-mass spectra during TPXPS. As it was reported earlier [11], nitrogen functional
groups in carbon materials decompose during heating into
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Fig. 1: Deconvoluted N1s core level spectra for sample NCNT873K during in-situ heating. N1at 398.5±0.1eV; N2 at
400±0.1eV; N3 at 401.1±0.1eV; N4 at 403.4±0.1eV

NH3, HCN, and in the most oxidized sample into NO. In
this experiment, the main detectable signals are HCN (m/z
27), NO (m/z 30) and N2 (m/z 14). The m/z 27 signals (Fig.
2 dotted line) exhibit over all the temperature range several
features corresponding two different functional groups. The
oscillation of this signal between 400 K and 660K indicates
a dynamic change of the N-functional groups on carbon
rather than a simple decomposition into gas molecules. In
comparison with HCN, signal assigned to NO is relatively
low, and its evolution characteristics differ too. In particular it is linked to the lower thermal stable nitrogen functionalities. The m/z 14 is strictly related to the nitrogen
functionalities, since it comes from fragmentation of those
species. In fact it presents the same oscillation than m/z 27,
specially at high temperature. It is still unclear whether the
mechanism of formation for these species is homogeneous
as a consequence of gas phase reaction between instable
intermediate radicals generated during cracking of the functional groups, or heterogeneous if they are generated by
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Fig. 2: Mass spectrum during in-situ TP-XPS for N-CNT873K:
m/z 27 (dotted line); m/z 30 (dashed line); m/z 14 (full line).

surface rearrangements of the functional groups. According
to literature [12], decomposition of functional group in
nitrile ion gives rise to HCN when water is present. At low
temperature is attributed to the decomposition of lactame
groups, while to pyridine at higher temperature. More complicate is the understanding the cause of NO formation. It is
probably due to dynamic surface rearrangement of moieties
containing nitrogen and oxygen, e.g. lactame giving rise to
NO in the mass spectrum. It could be also related to the
decomposition of pyridine oxide species formed during
the experiment. From Fig.2, it is clear that some of the
nitrogen functionalities initially present in the sample are
released in gas phase, with consequent decrease in the
overall nitrogen content. However some functional groups
are retained and undergo to dynamic surface rearrangement
during heating. The evaluations of various components N1N4 versus temperature are plotted in Fig. 3. The N2 functionalities decrease continuously with increasing temperature. Since at the same time N1 and N3 components in the
XPS spectra increase, lactame and pyrrol functional (N2)
groups convert partly to these species.
Since water trace is detected by MS while N2 component decrease, we assume that lactame species are present with a binding energy of 400.3eV, however, the
presence of pyrrol groups can not be excluded. Lactame
can dehydrate to pyridine functionalities, or can be thermally decomposed through formation of intermediate amide moieties that can further decompose giving both m/z 27
and m/z 30 corresponding to the first main feature in the
mass spectrum. The pyridine total abundance reaches a
maximum at 450K and above this temperature starts to
decrease (N1 curve in Fig. 3) while N3 still increase reaching a maximum at an higher temperature (600K). Even in
this case, a competition occurs between the structural transformation of pyridine into N3 and the decomposition in gas
phase that give rise above 600K to the second main feature
in the m/z 27. Such processes occur in a wide range of temperatures so that the two pathways are overlapping each
other. The N3 species is the most thermal stable species, it
is generally referred in literature as quaternary nitrogen but
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Fig. 3:Evolution of different N-species during TP-XPS for N-CNT
873:N1 (green curve); N2 (blue curve); N3 (red curve); N4 (pink
curve)

the exact nature of this functionality is still poorly established. Early it was reported that an hypotetical structure of
this functionality could be as reported in scheme2 [13].
Thus a surface reassembling of graphite cluster during heating occurs, leading to aromatization with introduction of a
small amount of N in the graphitic structure. Scheme2
summarizes the modification of nitrogen functionalities
during thermal treatment. Similar results have been reported earlier [13] for NH3 treatment on activated carbon.

Scheme 2: Nitrogen insertion pathway in CNT

In summary, N–containing CNT is prepared by postsynthesis functionalization with NH3. It has been shown
that TP-XPS is a suitable tool for the understanding of the
N1s spectrum and assessment of nitrogen functionalities.
Furthermore, it is possible to relate the mass signal and
binding energy to certain specific functional groups. Although the decomposition of the functional group compete
with the conversion to another functional group through a
dynamic surface rearrangment that might depends on the
heating rate and on the experimental pressure condition, a
general trend was observed: initially functional groups
with a binding energy at 400.3eV partly decompose
through formation of HCN, and partly convert into pyridine groups. Above 450K, pyridine are trasformed into
graphitic nitrogen or decompose giving rise to further formation of HCN. Above this temperature graphitic nitrogen
is the main species. Since the distribution of surface func-
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tional groups, remained in the carbon nanotubes surface,
depends on the temperature, the procedure we present in
this work allows to tune the acidic and basic properties of
carbon nanotubes.
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